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General Info
We have put the most experienced coaches together for this exciting camp, whose focus will be on
snowboard progression . . The camp will be broken down into 4 groups with coaches rotating . The
new Location is Myoko where we have hired out a massive newly renovated Lodge just 200m from
the main Gondola. You will enjoy the close proximity of the longest run in Japan not to mention the
park we will be riding that goes for 2.5km of Snowboard park heaven plus pipes rails and jumps into
the soft stuff!! Our camp is by far the best value at $500 - $800 cheaper per week than any other Tour
or Camp! Part of this Camp’s appeal are the Real Riders that are up and coming, Pro Riders and top
Industry names. To catch the many anticipated highlights, we have 3 filmers on this camp, together
with the best team of coaches we ever had in the last 9 years of doing these popular progressive
camps.
We have learned and now know, people want value for money, coaches with no egos and those
Riders that can break down tricks. The best part is getting to hang with the Riders after a full day of
mind blowing powder. Myoko gets 15m of snow and guaranteed powder; it’s not over crowded and
much steeper than Niseko . The lodge will have the ALL GIRLS camp on our top Floor running at the
same time. We have our own DJ Wed - SUN . Our own bar that is locked down for the campers ONLY .
All coaches and staff are under the same roof ! The value becomes possible as we have the numbers
to drop the price and therefore offer the campers true value for money . The camp will be structured
for more progression on this camp than we have ever done before and caters for all levels of
snowboarding; you will need to be able to link turns and have basic snowboard experience.
Resort Stats
MYOKO
Longest Run - 8.5km
Number of lifts - 41
Annual snowfall - 16 metres

Inclusions per week :
* 7 NIGHTS ACCOMMODATION 5 DAY MULTI LIFT PASS
* BREAKFAST DAILY
* 4 HOURS COACHING PER DAY OR GUIDING
* IN-HOUSE DJ - WED TO SUNDAY
* CAMPERS IN-HOUSE BAR
* KING OF CAMP BATTLE / CAMPERS VS CAMPERS ( CASH PRIZES )
* NIGHT EVENTS AND SO MUCH MORE !
ADDED BONUS - ALL CAMPERS GET 50% CODE FOR WWW.5FYVE.COM
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